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I. Introduction

The ATLAS construction project Is nearing completion, with first

beams expected In late spring 1985. Tn addition to approximately doubling the

accelerating voltage and mass range of the present prototype superconducting

linac booster, the ATLAS project Includes as a major component the const-ruc-

tion of a new target area with Its associated experimental equipment. IJesIgn

and construction of this equipment has been underway for some time now, and

assembly of some of the stations has started In the ATLAS target area.

With ATLAS being a national facility, an effort has been nade to

Include outslde-user Input In the planning and, If desired. In the

construction of the experimental apparatus. Two general workshops and one

aimed specifically at the construction of a gamma-ray facility have been held,

the first two at the Physics division at Argonne National laboratory and the

latter at the Physics Department at the University of Uotre name. The gamma-

ray facility Is a joint project of Argonne and the University of Notre Dame.

The latest workshop was held in November 1983 with i£ie purpose of

presenting an overview of the experimental stations planned for ATLAS,

describing the current status of each individual apparatus, soliciting final

input on devices of the first phase (I.e. on those that will te ready when

beans fro* ATLAS become available In late spring of 1965). and discussing and

collecting new ideas on equipment for the second phase. There were short

presentations on the status of the various projects followed by Informal

discussions. The presentations aainly concentrated OR new equipment cor

target area III, but included some descriptions of current apparatus in target

area II that night also be of interest for experiments with the higher-energy

beans available in area III, The meeting was well attended with ~5Q

scientists, approximately half of them from institutions outside Argonne.



The present proceedings summarize the presentations and discussions

of this one~«"ay Meeting. In addition we take the opportunity to include

Information about development* alnce this Meeting and an update of the current

status of the various experimental stations. We would like to emphasise again

that outstde-uaer Input la extremely welcome.



II. Agenda of the ATLAS Workshop

Agenda of the ATLAS Workshop
Argonne, Physics Building, It-150, Heir. 8, 1983

D. S. Gemmell, AMI

V. Henning, AMI.

t. H. tolllnger, AM.

R. V. F. Janssens, AMI.
D. Garg, Hbtre name

D. G. Kovar, AWL

R. Stern
n. of Michigan

t,. Welch, AWL

R. It. Betts, AKL

L. N. Bolllcger, AWL

C. Rehm, AWL

S. G. Steadaan, MIT

T. M. Cornier, 0. of Rochester

9:00 A.M.

9:05

9:15

9:45

10:30

11:00

11:30

11:45

12:00

12:15

1:00 P.M.

1:30

1:50

Welcone

Introduction to Workshop

States of ATLAS

BGO Spectrometer and
Hultl-Cowpton Spectroaetcr
Sys ten

Coffee Break

Charged Particle Scatterin*
Facility

Superconducting Solenoid
for Charged Particles

On-Llne and Off-Llne Data
Analysis

Gas-detector Development

LUNCH

Tour o f ATLAS B u i l d i n g

Splitpole Spectrograph

The Recoil-Haas Separator
for Heavy Reaction Products
at ORNL

2:10 The Rochester Reaction Product
Mass Spectrometer

2:30 Discussion on Heavy Fragment
Analyzers

3:00 Coffee Break

3:30 Cryogenic He-Jet/Laser

3:45 Atomic Spectroscopy

4:10 Superconduci.2rg-Solenoid e~
Spectrometer

4:15 General Purpose Beamlines and
Facilities for Users

4:50 Summary and Closing

D. Lewis, Iowa State Univ.

G. Berry, AWL

Z. W. Grabowski, Purdue

W. Kutsehera, AWL



Til. General Remarks on ATLAS Experimental Area* and llaer Support

A layout ot the couplet* ATI.AS facility la atiown In Fig. I. Three

target areaa are associated with th* accelerator: 1) Area I In the west

target reon for the FN-Tanden alone; 2) Area II for beans from the preaent

llnac booster and later froai the flrat stage of ATLAS; and 3) Area III for

beans from the full ATLAS accelerator. At already Mentioned, area II hat been

In uae with the llnac booster for quite a while. Equipment In that area la

conpleted except for SOIM future modifications and expansions. It is

anticipated that an additional bean line and target station will be installed

in target roon D, presently being used for assembling equipment for the bea»

lines and apparatus In area XII. For conpleteneaa we show a layout for area

II in Fig. 2, although no major equipment development ia planned for those

bean lines In the near future.

Discussions at j.-revlou» workshop* have resulted in the planned

equipment for area III as Indicated in Fig. 3. This equipment was the main

subject of the November 1983 vortcithop, and detailed discussions are presented

in this write-up.

Before discussing details of the apparatus, some information on the

planned user operation of ATLAS nay be useful. At the time of the workshop

some of the support indicated below had already been established, some has

been instituted in the Meantime.

In order to provide a point of contact between users of the Tandem-

Linac and the Argonne Physics Division, the position of User Liaison Physicist

has been established. As of April 1, 1984, Cary Davids became the User

Liaison Physicist. On January 1 , 1985, these duties will be taken orer by

Bruce Glagola. The major responsibility of the tlaer Liaison Physicist ia to

provide the necessary support for outside users to successfully carry through
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their experiment at ATLAS. It also Includes being th* Secretary of the

Program Advisory Committee. He can provide Information retarding experimental

facilities, availability of technical support for proposed experiments,

lodging, travel, and other aspects.

An Experimental Support Group has been established and recently been

augmented by an additional technician and a scientific assistant, enabling

this group to provide more support foir the Tandem-Linac users. To make the

most efficient use of these resources, It is important that users requiring

assistance Inform the User Liaison Physicist of their needs well In advance of

their scheduled beam-time.

The University of Chicago, which operates the Argonne National

Laboratory, provides support for users of ATLAS. A car Is available to

users. Alao, funds are availeble f:>r travel support of users, especially

students and those users Mho do not have adaquate travel funds. In this

context, housing costs at the Argonne Lodging Facility for all outside ATLAS

users are lowered by 5GZ. Early reservations are adivsed to ensure that room

is available.

A Program Advisory Cosmitte (PAC) for the TandenHLinsc has been

meeting since 1983 to evaluate proposals. The present PAC members are: V.

Benenson (HSU), R. Betts (ANL), E. Cosnan (HIT), K. Diamond (LBL), J. FOX

(FSU), and V. Henn'ng (ANL). The committee is chatred by J. Schiffer,

Scientific Director of the facility.

The first Tandem-Linac User Handbook has been distributed. It has

information on the accelerator system, experimental facilities, Argonne

procedures^ and other points which should be helpful to the ATLAS users.
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IV. Topics at the tbveaber 1983 Workshop

1. Properties of the ATLAS Accelerator Systesi

(Presented by L. N. Bolllnger)

Research with heavy Ions at Argonn* is performed using beams fro*

the Argonne Tandem-tin* c Accelerator Syates) (ATLAS). The final accelerator

systest in expected to be oper*H-r:-«l In 1985. An overview of the Accelerator

facility is shown in Figure 1 where beams are provided to three experimental

areas; Target Area I (Tandem alone), Target Area IT (Tandem pins 24

Resonators), and Target Area III (lande* plus 42 Resonators). Hie Major

elements of the system are:

1) an inverted negative-Ion sputter source of the FSB Chapman type,

2) an upgraded FN Tandem electrostatic accelerator capable of a

itaximum terminal voltage of 9 IV,

3) a linar accelerator consisting of independently-phased,

superconducting niobium resonators,

4) a bunching ays teat which produces beam pulses of 100 ps FUHM for

acceleration by the llnae,

5) a xebuncher/debuncher which allows the experimenter to manipulate

the longitudinal phase ellipse for optimized timing or energy

resolution on target,

6) a beam sweeper for control of the beam duty cycle, and

7) an energy measurement system based on tlme-of-fllght measurements

of the beam pulses.

fii Fig. 4 the expected maximum projectile energies for heavy-ion

beaas from ATLAS for the various target areas are plotted.
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2. G»MM-R«y Facility for ATLAS

(Presented by R. F. V. Janssens and II. Cars)

A proposal for a If-ray facility for ATLAS to b* constructed hy a

collaboration betveen the University of Notre Dame and AKL was snb«ltted to

DOE In susMer 83 and has been funded for Its Initial phase. This facility

will ultimately consist of a BGO array with 56 elements and 10 Gompton-

suppressed Germanium spectrometers (CSS) arranged in two rings around the

array (see Figs. 5 and 6). The Internal BGO array serves as a Y-*ay

calorimeter and also provides a Measure of the Tf-ray Multiplicity distribution

characterizing each event. Each CSS (Fig. 7) is expected to have excellent

suppression over the whole energy range; for an incident photon of 1.2 HeV the

expected peak/total ratio Is > 0.64* a figure which is comparable to the best

that has been achieved for any Compton-auppresalon system. With 10 CSS's of

this type, double- and triple-coincidence spectra of excellent quality can be

obtained in a resonable time. The ability to select events within a specific

range of sun-energy snd multiplicity, together with the extreme sensitivity of

the Coupton-suppressed spectrometers, constitute a new tool for heavy-ion

physics. Gamma-spectroscopic studies of very high quality and detail will be

possible, promising significant advances in understanding nuclear structure as

a function of spin and temperature. The instrument can also be used with esse

In conjunction with charged-psrticle detectors located outside the BGO

array. This will provide information toward a complete characterization of

heavy-ion collision dynamics and reaction mechanisms. The instrument is

ideally matched to the physics which can best be studied with ATLAS.

Due to the substantial amount of funding required, It has been

decided to organize the construction in two phases. In the first phase, we

plan to build a system comprising a small central BGO "ball" surrounded by an



Figure 5.

Horizontal section of detector asaenbly. A central BGO array of SO detectors
i s surrounded by two rings, escb accos»odating up to 6 Gmpton suppressed Ge
detectors, located ZO* above and below the equatorial plane. The array can
also be used on a stand-alone basis , with additional elements on the outermost
ring, for a fu l l conplestent of 56. The diaaeter of the BGO array i s < 25 CM.
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array of six Compton-suppressed Ce detector*. The mechanical anpport

structure will, however, be constructed In such a way that it will accommodate

the complete system without motfifIcationa. In the M M spirit, the design of

the electronics for the apparatus will al»o take into account the need for

expansion towards the full system. The performance of the apparatus in the

two phases is summarized in Table I.

Recently, prototype BCO elements have been acquired and the evalua-

tion of a prototype K O Compton Suppression Shield baa been completed. Fig. 8

is a photograph of the shield along with a Ge detector and Fig. 9 shows the

Y-ray spectra of a 60Cb source Measured with this instrument and the

suppression factor as a function of the detected photon energy. The overall

performance of the shield Is very satisfactory, being quite close to that

expected. The peak/total ratios are 0.16 and 0.54 for the unsupprcssed and

suppressed spectra, using an n-type Ge detector with 161 efficiency. la the

eventual facility, Ge detectors with efficiencies of > 23Z will be employed

for which peak/total ratios of > 0.64 are expected, to a gamma-gamma matrix

>41% of the events will then be in photopeak-photopeak coincidences to be

compared with a typical value of < 3JC obtained with unsuppressed detectors.

Design studies are underway for the mechanical support of the entire

device as well as for some electronics modules. Figure 10 shows a schematic

diagram for the front end electronics of the BGO "ball*". It is expected that

the first phase of the gamma-ray facility will be ready by Fall 1985, although

experiments using components will begin well before that.
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Table I. Characteristic* of th* proposed Y-rajr faci l i ty.

ARRAY fhasc 1 { t e n 2

Number of eleatenta 1* 50/56

Total efficiency .85

Multiplicity Resolution ~65X ~35Z

Sim Energy Resolution ~2*Z

CSS

Number of cle«ent« 6 10

Peak/Total .64

target-Ge distance «1R c* 18

Count rates for

105/aec reaction rate (IMO)

1 fold 1.6 x 10* 2.1 x 10*

2 fold 1J05 x 103 2.5 x 103

3 fold 35 170
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3. Large Scattering r«c l l i ty

(Presented by D. 6. Kovar)

To aceomo£ite a wide rang* of eharged-particle experiments Involving

for exaaple large area detectors and long time-of-flight distances two

f a c i l i t i e s seca possible: either a) a large vacuum vessel or b) a smaller

vessel with Movable extender arms. Extensive tlscusaion before and during the

workshop led to the design outlined below.

A schematic layout of the scattering chanter Is given In Figs. 11

and 12. I t i s expected to be in a rudimentary operational node in early

spring of 1985. The central vacuum vessel i» relatively snail (36** diameter)

where the upper half i s rotatable by 4*5* and ttie lower half i s fixed. The

upper chamber has five large (12** x 12**) ports (in-plane and spaced by 45*) on

which large area detectors or vacua* extensions can be Mounted, and a s l iding

vacuum seal for the entrance beam pipe to allow for the rotation of the upper

chamber under vacuum. The upper chamber Is attached to a large rotatable

platform which provides the torque for rotation and serves ma the platform for

supporting the detector systems attached to the ports. The lower fixed

chamber houses three Independently movable gear rings on which detectors can

be mounted (similar to the 65** scattering chamber In Target Area I I ) , the

target assembly, and the various feedthroughs for cables and controls. I t

wi l l be of stainless s tee l construction and teflon seals wl l i be employed in

the rototating seal between the upper and lower chambers, snd the sl iding seal

a t the entrance. Figure 13 shows a tes t setting for a s l lding-sest

arrangement based on teflon sea ls .

The various motions and readouts wil l be accomplished using a PDP-

11/23 computer which wil l also have the capability for controlling the

voltages and pressures for the acre complex experimental configurations
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Sehanatic layout of tha aeattaring chanbar configuration. Tha lowar ehaabtr
(hatched) i» fixtd. Th« upp«r chanbar which haa fiv« lar^a porti (on which
thraa poaaibl* dttactor conflturatlont art indicated) haa a alldlng tail fov
tha antranca baas pip* and can ba cotatad by ±43*. Thtaa iadapandantly
aovabla ringa in tha lowar chanbar will ba uaad for mounting datactora inaida
tha chanbar.



Figure 12, Schematic •ideviev of the Scattering Facility shotting the central vacuum
v««ttl with alidlng aaal at tha antcanea port, ona txttndtr for a largt »M»
detector and the rotating b««* (gun mount) that novta with tha rotating upptr
half at tha ctnttnl acattaring chaMbar,
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Figure 13.

Test setup for the teflon sliding seals for the scattering ehaaber. the
tests showed that two dry spring-loaded teflon seals with pimp-out in between
provided an excellent configuration; naaely, low friction with sealing
properties adequate to obtain the 2 x 10"6 - 5 x 10"' torr vacuoa planned.
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Involving Multiple gas detector systems. The basic specifications for the

scattering charter are listed In the table below.

MATERIAL:

SIZE OP
CENTRAL CHAMBER:

PORTING:

DETECTOR MOUNTING:

TARGET ASSEMBLY:

VACUUM SYSTEM:

Atlas Scattering Facility Specifications

- Stainless steel, polished
- Seals: Metal, teflon and dry vlton

- 36" diaweter by 33" high
- Topbat" lid
- Upper 20": rotatable (**5 degrees)
- Lower 13": fixed

- Upper Section
5 - 12" x 12" square ports at bean center height

(±18.2 degreea with 8.6 degrees blind between)
1 - I" x 90 degree slot (for sliding seal)

- Lower Section Side
2 - 6" x 8" Metal seal
12 - 2" conflat

- Lower Section Bottom
3 - 8" ID conflat
3 - 6" ID conflat

INSIDE
- Movable

3 rings
accuracy <.O1 degree Independent of charter rotation

" Stationary
Monitor Mounting off baseplate
col l igat ion Mounting off baseplate
Faraday cup Mounting off baseplate

OUTSIDE
- 13* diaweter gun Mount turntable
- Accuracy <.03 degrees
- Support in excess of 2000 lbs .
- 2 to 3 Meter f l ight paths practical

- 5 to 8 - 1" square target ladder
- Vacuu« Interlock capability

- 1 CTyopunp (1500 l / s ) on charter
- 1 turbo pusp (1500 £/s) on chamber
- Sorpticn aystea for roughing

VACUUM PERFORMANCE: - <1 x 1 0 ~ 6 i n
<3 x IO~7

hour
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Computer Control of the Scattering Facility (S. J. Sanders)

Motions

There are six motions possible with the ATLAS scatterinc chamber:

three ring rotations, rotation of the entire upper chamber, vertical

positioning of the target ladder, and the rotations of the target ladder. It

Mill he possible to control esch of these notions under remote computer

control, although local control bypassing the computer will also be

available. The electronics needed for the motion controls are schematically

drawn in Figure 14. The computer communicates through a CAHAC crate with an

electronics module that sets the preset indexers for the stepping motors. A

remote control box connected to this module allows for changing positions,

etc., without using the computer. Absolute encoders attached to the motor

shafts give position readouts which are available locally as well as at the

computer (via the CAHAC crate).

Chamber Status

The computer will also be responsible for monitoring various status

conditions of the scattering chamber. At a minimum the pressure in the

chamber, the pressure in the beam line leading to the chamber, the status of

the entrance gate valve, and the status of the gate valves leading to vacuum

pumps will be monitored. It will be possible to change the status of the gate

valves from the computer. Since certain sequences of operations can be quite

damaging, the computer program will have to check user commands for possible

condition conflicts. For instance, if the pressure difference across a gate

valve is not within a pre-specified range, it should not be possible to open

that valve. (This particular condition will be checked by a hardwired
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interlock aystea, so in fact the prograM Mill be responsible prlaarllv for

informing the exneri«enter why the cosMand was ignored.) As another example,

there should be a way to infom the prograM of the locations of detectors in

the chamber. Once the locations are defined, It should not be possible to run

detectors Mounted on different rings into each other. A color Monitor In the

data rooM and a black and white graphics Monitor oat by the ehaaber will be

used for visual representation of the chamber status.

Gss Counters

Hany of the experiment* envisioned for the scattering chaaber use

gas counters for particle detection. At the very leaat It is expected that

the counter pressures will be Monitored by the computer. An unexpected

pressure change in a counter can al^nify a serious situation requiring user

intervention and probably such changes should result In the entrance gate

valve v\6 the ^ate valves leading to the vacuuM puMps being closed. It is

also hoped that the coapater can be used for changing counter gas pressures,

although this will a be considerably More difficult task (Manual control of

gas handling systems can be tricky). If the computer Is allowed to change gas

pressures, it will also be necessary to have the computer control, or at least

Monitor, the eounter voltages. Changing the gas pressure in certain countera

without first rewovlng the applied high voltage can result in serious damage

to the counter.

Hardware

The cdMputer syatea, to ' t located in the new data rooM shown in

Figure 1, wi l l be I *cd on an PDP 1/23 PLUS processor Module with an RSX-11M

operating syateM. fe>MMunieatlons i th a CAMAC crate located by the scattering
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chamber will be though an RS-232 crate controller. Although the 4ata rate for

thla crate controller i s modest (19,ZOO Baud), I t does allow for the computer

and CAMAC crate to be separated by the large distance between the data room

and the scattering chamber. Hie preset lndexers controlling the stepping

•otors wi l l be addressed through Argonne bui l t electronics by way of CAHAC

Input Gate/Output Re&istor (IGOR) Modules. The Argonne nodules a lso pemlt

local control of the stepping Motors. Host of the commercially available

hardware needed to run the three rings in the charter has been ordered. The

design of the Argonne bui l t Modules i s well advanced, although not yet

completed. The reem£nlng Modules - - needed for rotation of the chamber,

control of the target Udder, Monitoring the chamber status, e t c . - - have, in

general, not yet been specified.

Software

Only a general outline has been developed so far for the computer

control software. A commercial software package has been purchased for the

CAHAC crate controller. The "user-friendly** requirement suggests a Menu-

driven program for user interactions. As Much ** possible, each Menu also

displays the pertinent chaMber status information.

A data link is planned between the control computer and the VAX 750

computer being used for data acquisition. It ray also be possible to link the

scattering chamber control computer and the ATLAS accelerator computer. The

form of these data links has not been determined although, at a minimum, it is

hoped that various status information can be shared among the different

systems.

One requirement of the control program is that users be able to add

functions at a later date. As new experiments are developed it la quite
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probable that there will be a demand to use the computer to control specific,

as yet undefined, parts of the apparatus. It should be possible for users to

add to the menu and easily access the CAMAC crate. User access also Implies

that there should be extensive program notes within the computer code and that

those parts of the code which nay need to be Modified or added to should be

written In FORTHAN.

Schedule

The stage 1 hardware Iteiia need to be ready by Mid-January, 1985.

These items are needed for the initial allignment of the chamber, rings, and

target asseiibly. The software needed to control the various chamber Motions

should be ready by late January, 1985. The graphical display of the chamber

status, and the other chamber status and control functions handled by the

computer, should be available sometime before September, 1985.

4. A Gas Detector Development Laboratory

(Presented by R. R. Setts)

The effort In gas detector development for equipment at ATLAS has

been rather fragmented up to the end of S3. The following types of counters

were available with several of them still in the development stage: a) The

apectrograph focal-plane counters; b) a derivative of the spectrograph

counter for use in acattering chamber experiments, consisting of a large

acceptance AE-E lonlzation chamber with a resistive wire position read out;

c) two parallel plate avalanche counters with position read out with active

areas of 10 x 10 cm; d) a MPI Heidelberg type oE/E lonlzatloa chamber with x

and y position readout; e) two channel plate timing devices which are now

routinely operating with ~150 pa time resolution, f) Various small
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ionization chambers and avalanche counters.

In an attempt to bring some coherence to this effort we are

currently setting up a detector development and testing laboratory. A large

room In building 200 (Chemistry Building) Is being refurbished and will

contain a 30" vacuum test chamber, a dedicated gas handling system,

electronics and a P0P11/23 computer with CANAC interface for init ial testing

of detectors. A smaller "clean room" is also available for foil stretching,

wire winding and more limited detector tecting near the llnae. I t i s also

hoped that through close association with the Electronics Division we will be

able to test and develop state-of-the-art electronics for these detectors.

Longer term development ideas include detectors for the new large

sea tiering chamber being constructed and possible development of a multiwire

proportional counter with individual wire readouts. Presently, a syatem

consisting of a low-pressure Breshkln-type large-area detector followed by

lonlzatlon-chawbers i s being built for the scattering facil ity.

5. Enge Splitfole Magnetic Spectrographa

(Presented by K. E. Rehm)

As indicated in the layout of the ATLAS facility (Figure 1) there

are two magnetic apectrographa available, one in Target Area II and the second

in Target Area III. They are both of the Enge split-pole type and are

virtually Identical in al l major components, such as target chamber, magnetic

field, Ion optics and detection systems. Both will be equipped with a

cryogenic pumping system. Particles are usually detected with an lonizatlon-

chamber type focal-plane detector developed at Argonne. Recently a parallel

plate avalanche counter has been added providing for tlme-of-flight using the
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pulsed beam, and resulting In excellent mass resolution from the measurements

of time and Bo. In addition, In both spectrographs nuclear emulsion plates

can s t i l l be used. The spl i t -pole apectrograph located in Target Area II i s

operational. The one in Target Area III ia expected to be operational in

1985.

The general properties of the spl i t -pole spectrograph are described

in a number of papers by M. Gnge. A schematic layout of th* spl i t -poles used

a t Argonne i s shown in Fig. 15. The upper part shows the Apllt-pole in area

II where lower rigidity beams are avaiable. In order to extend the rigidity

range to the higher-energy beams expected in area III an extender box wi l l be

mounted between magnet and camera box *a Indicated in the figure, to allow

movement of the deep lonlzation-chamber counter to the high-rigidity region of

the focal plane. Since the actual apectrograph performance ia largely

determined by the focal-plane detector properties, the most Important ones sre

listed for the respective spectrograph-detector aysteus in the table below.

Figure 16 shows a cross section through the present focal-plane

ionisation-chamber detector. Since the particles enter the detector a t 45*

the effective length of the particle path inside the dector are a

factor /I larger than the dimensions shown In the figure. Clear mylar f o i l s

of l.Sjjia thickness (or 2.Sum and 6.4um at higher pressures) are used for the

entrance window. Counter gas i s Freon (CF4) with a Maximum pressure of 500

Torr. An electronically controlled gas-supply system keeps the pressure

constant to 40.1Z. Two remotely controlled Ta sheets In front of the detector

allows one to shield unwanted regions of the focal plane. Signals from the

detectors are processed in a dedicated electronics setup and fed into the PDP

11/45 on-line computer via CAHAC Interface. Computer programs are available

to calculate magnetic f ield settings and kinematic corrections, and to perform

multiple f i l ter ing of on-line data. Examples of typical data are given in Fig. 17.



Flguva IS . Schaaatlc layout of tha apltt-polc Mgaatlc apaetregrapka Mad a t ATLAS, lha
Hppar part ahoaa tha apaetrograph la araa I I wkara lawar r ig idi ty baaaa a n
•va l lah l * . far araa l i l t tn or4ar to aitaad tha r igidity raoga to tha
htKh*t-cmt«y haawi aaptetcd, an axtaadar box Mi l l ba M M t i i Vetaaaa aagmt
and caaara box aa indlcatad In tha lovar figara.
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An important parameter determining limits in optimlum resolution is

the beam spot site xo. With total Magnification ty, dispersion D, kinematic

constant K " — 4$-, and eaittance c - x 9_ the energy resolution is given by:

p on o o

The quantity E/dE is plotted in Fig. 18 as « function of xo.

The expected total energy resolution for heavy particles and its

various contributions:

Beam spot size and eaittanee

Snail angle scattering (50pg/c»2)

Magnet inhoaogenlty

Target effects (5Oug/c«2)

«p/p

Detector resolution

If (total)

The nuaibers in parentheses give the resolution without the detector

contribution.

The spectrogragh target chaaber is wide of stainless steel, 31.75 en

In diameter and 15 en high. A sliding s*al allotta the rotation of the

spectrograph around the fixed chanber. The whole chaaber Is Insulated fro*

ground potential and can be used as a Faraday cup. There are four sideports

LIlfAC

1500-2000

4000

5000

1000

3000

1250

S60
(780)

ATMS

1500-2000

«000

5000

1000

3000

1250

820
(1170)



OPTIMUM BEAM SPOT FOR SPLIT-POLE

2000 —

1500

1000 —

500

2
XO(MU)

Ftgurt 18.

Energy resolution of the split-pole fptctrograph tr a function of b«an spot
• let x0 for different values of the kinematic conn taut K.
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available between -60* and -120* which can be used for Tariona purpose*

(target transfer under vacuum, viewing window, Insert for Ce detector,

etc.). Two monitor detectors are located ~13* below the target-spectrograph

plane and symmetric with respect to the beam axis. They can both be remotely

rotated behind a fixed aperture to avoid effects of detector deterioration

with heavy-Ion beams. The target holder is inserted through the top of the

chamber and holds four targets of the ANL standard 1" x 1" size. During

experiments vacuum in the 10"7 and 10"6 Torr range has been obtained In the

linac spectrograph target chamber and detector box, respectively.



T»ble III.l
Properties of the Split-Pole Spectrographa

and Focal Plane Detection Systeaa

SHSI I Gas
Detector

large Gas
Detector

Itoclear
Fmlelon

iSHaxlaum •• • • -energy product i S (awn • HeV)
q

Range of bending radlua, emln - p((ax («,)

Range of energy,

Solid angle*

Angular range

Useful focal length (cm)

Horltontal Magnification,
Axtarget'Axfocal plane

Vertical Magnification,
£ytarget!**focal plane

Energy dispersion Ax<focal
TE lV3T^

Focal plane orientat ion

Position resolution

AE/E from position aeasurenent (100 JfeV 12C)

AE/E fro* E. , , , aeaauremut

S(4E)/AE from At aeasureiaent
(with ray-tracing correction)

HSXIMU* detector thickness («g/c»2)

Counting rate Halt (counts/sec)

70

60-80

1.7

<5.4 mr

-15*/+12(0)#

50

0.34

2.7-3.1

1

45*

1.1 mm «l6©>
1.6 mm C37C1)
2.2 mm <MRt)

23

~103

60

55-15

1.7

C5.4 insr

-15»/+120*

101.34

2.5-3JP

1

45*

a.ix

XX

37!

44

~10 3

43»-«»

4 . 3

<5.4 war

-15*/+120»

50 120

0.34

1.7-3.3

1

4 5 '

>30

none

•Presently available are apectrograph entrance apertures with 0.038, 0.252, 1J0O,
S x 0.20 asr (5-s l l t aperture).

and



6. Cryogenic He-Jet/Laser Spectroscopy Project

(Presented by D. A. Lewis, Iowa State University)

A collaboration between Argonne national laboratory, Iowa State

University and the University of Minnesota has been formed with the coal to

determine nuclear moments of short-lived nuclei (to ~ 0.1s) through their

atonic hperflne structure. In the proposed experiments nuclei produced with

heavy-ion reactions must be formed Into neutral atoms and carried Into a low

light and nuclear radiation background where laser speetroseopy is possible.

It is attempted to accomplish this using a scattering chamber with he-jet

consisting of a target cell attached to a SO em long capillary which empties

through a skimmer into a high vacuum region (Fig. 19). Recoiling nuclei

produced In an array of targets are stopped in the spacings between targets in

1 atn. of 78* He gas which transports them through the capillary and skimmer

into the high vacuum region. The chamber is presently located on the 0*

beamline of target area II.

Since the nuclei of Interest can only be produced in limited

numbers, it Is necessary to use a high sensitivity detection technique. Ve

are using the photon burst method which uses the fact that a single atom can

resonantly scatter hundreds of photons during its transit through laser

light. By using the time correlation of detected photons, background can be

reduced or eliminated. An example of this technique is given In Fig. 20. The

high vacuum region of the tie-Jet chamber houses an efficient light collector

(Fig. 21, bottom) which directs resonantly scattered photons to

photomultiplier tubes. A laser spectroscopy system (Fig. 21, top) which

produces narrow band light reproducibly tunable over appropriate frequency

ranges is housed in a radiation-shielded room adjacent to the He-jet. With

this sytem we have shown that it is possible to make high precision
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»*i*

1000 .

500 -

2 * .

Figure 20.

Selected burst spectra for the 5535ft resonance line In natural Ba lllvstratlnc
the photon burst aethod for resonance laser rpeetroscopy. these were taken
using a 1 en long Interaction region with an average power density at roughly
5 aM/cn*. The atomic bean flux waa about 100 atom/a. The and* 2 coincidence
tin* was 24 v* and a *lnln«ai of one photon from each PUT waa required for a
valid event. The horizontal scale for the figure is laser frequency In
channel number where a one channel difference corresponds to 1.829 MKz. The
multiplicities are grouped together by 2"J, e.g. the events corresponding to
multiplicities 2 and 3 are included in tue same apeetrwu. Only alternate
apectra (i.e. 24-3, 6+7, 10+11,...) are shorn. The large peak near channel 54
ladue to 138Ba (72Z abundant) and the snail peak near channel 18 is dwt to

'Ba, P-5/2 (ilX abundant).
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•easurciMnts in *n off-line atomic be«« chaaber with fluxes of only a few

Mtorn*/a.

We have atndied the properties of the He-jet aystea by colleetinc

transported activity produced on-line on catcher foils, rcaoving these through

vacuun interlocks, and Measuring the decay. The purity of the He gas is of

critical importance and boiloff fro* liquid He ia now used as the source. At

present the yield of nuclei produced on-line and delivered into phase space

useful for laser speetroscopy ia a few/*- We »xt working to improve this

yield and to establish whether or not it is in the font of free atons.
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?. Recoil-Mass Separator/Mass Spectrometer

(Presentation* by T. N. Cornier, University of Rochester,

and S. Steadaan, NIT)

For Che aecond phase of equipment development at ATLAS w« are

considering the combination of cone fom of heavy-recoil mass separator or

possibly high-resolution aass spectrometer. One obvious application Is the

measurement of fusion cross sections and detecting fusion evaporation residues

with very low yields. However* cue can envision a large number of additional

applications where the naaa apectroaeter acts as a filter In coneldenee with

other spectzoscopic detection devices, very Much like the crystal or BGO balls

used In coapound nucleus spectroscopy. Examples, by no means complete, are

given In Fig. 22. If possible, we would alao like to wake use of the pulsed

bean properties of ATLAS, and poaalbly of superconducting elements used with

the accelerator (rf cavities, solenoids, Magnets).

As a basts for our discussion, two existing devices with different

characteristics were presented: The Rochester Recoil Mass Spectrometer by

T. M. Coraler and the HIT Recoil Mass Separator located at Oak Ridge by S.

Steadman. Layouts of the two devices are shown in Figs. 23 and 24.

The Rochester device (Fig. 23) Is a high-resolution mass

spectrometer providing direct detection an! Identification of nuclear reaction

product* according to aass with a resolving power of mftm > 400 and an energy

reaolution of ~1X. The device is a velocity dlapersionless aass spectrometer

In which a single aeaaureaent of the position of a particle along the focal

plane determines the particle's aass. The first order optics is shown In

Fig. 25. The geometric aolid angle of the spectrometer can be as large as 5

asr (Halted by quadrupole diaaetera) and the velocity acceptance l» ~ ± 6%.

Mass points on the focal plane arc >3*m in diameter (depending on solid angle
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AML-P-17,706
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Top: SchcMtlc layout of the Hn/ORHt Recoil Separator.
Bottoa: Technical layout of b«a« trap and velocity aelector.
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FIRST ORDER OPTICS
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Figure 25.

First order optics calculation* for the Rochester Recoil tfeca
Spectroaeter.
(A) Hedian Plane, s ix rays: To - i0.5 aw,

V - 0 , 40.02, «v - 0.05, «B - 0 .
(B) Median Plane, s ix rays: To - 4 0 - 5 M ,

T* - 0 , 40.02, 6,, - 0.05.
(c) Tranarerae Plane, aix rays: Zo - 0.5 m ,

S « 0Z - 0 , 4 0 J 0 5 , SV - 0-
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and bean spot size) and thus even very crude one-dlicensional position

sensitive detectors can be used. In Fig. 26 results are shown for compound

nucleus Masses after particle evaporation for the "el + '8Hi fusion reaction,

verifying the predicted good mass resolving power.

Disadvantages of this device are the fact (no principle limitation)

that it is fixed la angle at 8 1 - b - 0 % partly as a consequence of its large

site, and that it is somewhat Halted in acceptance (only 1-2 cherge states at

a ti«e for all practical purposes and 4GZ velocity acceptance).

A recoil separator such «s the one presented by S. Steadatan

generally allows for a larger acceptance, is More coapaet and thus More easily

allows movement away from a fixed angle. The NIT version can swing out to

e U b - IS*. Below are the specif lea tlona of the MIT/OKIO. Recoil Hasa

Separator:

A) General:

System: EDEQQ

Acceptance Angle: Horizontal *23 arad Vertical *15 mad

Solid Angle: 1.2 malt

Reaction Angles: 0-15 degrees

B) Electrostatic Deflectors:

Effective Lenght: 45 CM; Airgap: 6 CSJ

Max. Voltage (design): *180 kV

Max. Efc/q «t 10 Degree Deflection: 8.4 W

C) Magnetic Dipole:

Angle of Deflection: 0-20 degrees

Orbit Radius at 20 Degrees: 77.6 cat

Airgap: 8.22 CM, Max. field (design): 12 hG
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Max. BP at 20 Degree Deflection: 931 kG-ca

D. Optics:

Magnification: J^-0.205 (at 70 ca) My-0.989

Dispersion: D • .079 ca/percent velocity

Chroaatic Aberration: 5.4 x 103 ca/ar-percent (P/Q)

In Fig. 24 a acheaatic layout is shown and in Fig. 27 a velocity and charge

state scan.

A comparison that suaaarlzes soae characteristic featurea of the two

devices discussed here is given below:

Velocity Selector Recoil Mass Spectroaeter

1. No mass resolution except via TOF

2. Solid angle 1.2 asr, but all charge
states

3. Solid angle " geoaetric;
can obtain 0

4. Can vary deflection angle If E
field Halted

5. Bean does not hit plate*

6. Can awing in 8, aeasure da/d8.

7. Coapact, inexpensive.

1. excellent m**M resolution:

2. Solid angle 5-6 asr, 1 or
2 charge states

3. Solid angle aore difficult
to calibrate

4. Deflection angle fixed

5. Beaa hits plates in present
design; seeas no problea though.

6. Fixed at 0', but could be
Modified to swing in 8.

7. More eleaents needed, thus
less coapact and aore expensive.

The discussions about an Argonne Recoil Hass Spectroaeter centered on the

characteristics given above and the physics limitation* connected with thea:

absolute vs. relative cross-section aeasureaents; asss resolution; advantage

of a high-resolution aass filter for coincidence aeasureaents with other decay
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3 5 CI* 5 8 Ni
E<35CI=l2OMeV
All =0.5 msr

Figure 26.

Goapound nucleus • « • • • • after particle evaporation detected and
Identified In the focal plane of the Rochester Recoil-Mesa
Spectrometer.
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ANL-P-17,705

C7>
O

Slits Target

Static I
Wien Filter Velocity Filter

Figure 28.

Possible use of the pulsed beaa structure at ATLAS la an rf-based Telocity
fi l ter. In addition to the rf-oferatlon of the filter (se* also Figure 29) an
additional Hbe««-cleaning" static filter with poor resolution (-10%) can be
used. It would be operated In such a way that beaa particles froa the
(unavoidable) beaa tall, with veloeitiea Identical to those of the reaction
products of interest, are generated at a aeleeted location and consequently
arrive at the rf-filter with the •••« velocity but out-of-phase tlalng or vice
versa.
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*ML-fH7,7O«

RF and PJLSEO BEAM FEATURES

o) Sinewawe RF Defiiector

Beam Deflector

b) Horanooic RF Deflector ("Hormonic RF Wien Filter")

(B = const)

f-

30% \

Figure 29.

Velocity acceptance for «n rf-tjrpe "hccMoaic" Wien filter.- The 1/t
dependence of the electric rf-fleld could probably be achieved by •
superpoaltiOQ of the first few hanonlcs of the rf-freqeency.
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products; angular range; inverse klneiutlcs applications; general flexibility

and ease of operation etc. In addition aspects related to the rf properties

of the beans from ATLAS were touched upon. They hare recently been farther

studied. SoMe of these ideas are sketched in Fig. 28 and Fig. 29. It has

become clear that vc are yet far away from a final design and therefore any

Input into the discussion at this time from the user community is particularly

welcome.

8. Equipment frosi User Groups:

a) Superconducting-Solenoid Charged-Particle Spectrometer

(Presented by R. Stern, U. of Michigan)

Several outside-user groups are planning to set up major

experimental apparatus for their programs at ATLAS or already now at the

booster linac. A project that is particularly advanced is the superconducting

solenoid for charged-particle meaaurementa by the group from the University of

Michigan. This device was first presented at the workshop, but in the

meantime has already been installed and successfully tested with beams from

the linac booster. Fig. 30 shows a layout of the spectrometer.

Superconducting solenoids can serve as large solid angle (20-200

msr) reaction-product separator/spectrometers for detection of low-rigidity

ions at small angles (8 <15°). Thus, these devices could be quite useful in

many types of high-energy heavy-ion reactions where one wishes to detect

either fusion products (high mass) or projectile-like fragments at small

angles, without interference from the intense elastic group. As an example,

the production and efficient detection of very neutron-rich reaction products

are of interest, particularly if one is using a secondary-ion beam to initiate

the reaction and thus requires high efficiency. These devices can also be umttd
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to detect ** and other particles, so their development Is of general

Interest. A particularly attractive feature is the ability to do tiae-of-

flight neaaurementa over a large path length (> 1 a) yet retain a good solid

angle.

b) Superconducting-Solenoid e" Spectrometer

The Superconducting-Solenoid e" Spectrometer to be Installed by the

Purdue Group at ATLAS is shown in Fig. 31. The augnet system is a set of NbTi

solenoids on a horizontal axis, consisting of a split pair to provide a target

field, and long solenoids extending this axial field in both directions. A

flat field along 500 mn length, variable up to 2 Tesla will be obtained with

the sane current In all coils. Alternative field profiles are possible using

various current combinations. The power supplies will allow the field to be

swept rapidly. The spectrometer is similar to those existing at H.N.I.

Berlin, K.F.A. Jullch and Lawrence Livernore Laboratory (Installed at Los

Alamos Laboratory). The magnets have been delivered, scattering chamber and

bean stop have been constructed. Installed, and the whole system has been

vacuum tested. The detector system Is presently being prepared for installa-

tion. It is hoped to have the spectrometer available for experiments in

198S. The device will be initially Installed at the booster linac in area II

for testing and first measurements.

9. General Purpose Beam Lines

(Presented by W. Kutschera)

As indicated in Figure 2, several beam lines (or ports on the switch

magnets for potential beam lines) are reserved for general purpose applica-

tions. It is planned that they be available for experimental equipment to
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to be set up for specific experiments or short-ten program. They will be

equipped, as will the dedicated beam lines, with a beam diagnostic station

near the experimental setup that serves two functions: i) to allow beam

tuning up to the experimental station and 11) to provide a reference point

which together with a second reference point on an alignment post behind the

experimental setup allows alignment of the experimental equipment.

There will also be auxiliary pumping available on the general

purpose beam lines to support to a limited extent the vacuum in the

experimental equipment.

10. Atomic Physics Beam Line

One of the beam-lines now under design and construction is to be

dedicated to atonic physics users. Figure 32 indicates the layout of the

proposed beam-line. It is hoped that this line will be ready for operation in

the early summer of 1985. Me are at present In the process of gathering

requests and suggestions for the type of equipment and support which external

users will need for efficient use of this beam-line for atomic physics

experiments. Indicated in Fig. 32 in an atomic spectroscopy target chamber

equipped with a 2.2 m grazlng-incldence spectrcmeter. A recent development of

potential interest to users might be the fact that the accelerator system has

been used successfully in an Accel-Decel mode. That is, acceleration through

the 8.5 (W Tandem, followed by foil stripping and deceleration through the

Linac. Final energies reached were 350 keV/amu for fully stripped sulfur and

oxygen, but we estimate that final energies can be reduced below 200 keV/amu.
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11. On-line and Off-line Data Collection and Analysis

(Presented by L. Welch)

A project to satisfy the data-acquisition requirements of ATLAS has

been implemented. The system called DAPHNE (Data Requisition by JParallel

Histugramaing and ^Networking) wi l l eo—^^t of three Mjor hardware components

(Pig. 33) and considerable software support. The hardware wi l l consist of a

CAHAC system, a multibus-based front-end processor ut i l iz ing several single-

board computers (SBC's) in a loosely-coupled parallel aode, an-J a supermini

computer. Ti;e super-mini computer la a VAX 750 to Maintain compatibility

within the Division and has already been purchased, the CAHAC crate wi l l be

governed by the VAX via an RS232 crate controller through which a programmable

auxiliary crate controller (AUX) can be downloaded. The VAX-CAMAC

communications link has been tested and the cross-compiler for the AUX also

has been written. The AUX wi l l be the Event Handler as designed by David

Hensley of ORNL and nore thorough testing of the downloading process wi l l be

done upon receipt of an Event Handler.

The CAMAC-MULTIBUS data link wi l l be from • CAMAC FIFO nodule (which

i s being f i l l ed by the Event Handler) over parallel twisted pairs

differential ly driven to a parallel input port of one of the Multibus single-

board computers. This part of the system i s currently being designed and

bui l t by the Electronics Division.

The MULTIBUS-VAX communications wil l be via a SNA board on the

UKIBUS of the VAX. The hardware board for the Multibus has been bui l t and the

UNXBUS board was commercially available. The software drivers, to function

under the VAX operating system VMS, are presently being written. The

MULTIBUS-VAX communications link wil l also be used to download the SBC's (most

probably based on the 80286/80287 Intel microprocessor chips) from cross
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software on the VAX.

Since the time of the workshop considerable support software on the

VAX has been written. Histograms can be created, displayed, plotted, printed,

saved and recalled. Interactive definition of CAMAC structure is

implemented. Many of the utility routines which allow changing or deleting

data-acquisition parameters have been Implemented.

Extensive use has been made of the programming toola available in

VMS. The Coamand Language Interpreter (CLI) haa considerably eased the user-

software interf«ce. Global Sections has greatly eased the process-process

communication and has greatly aided modularity.

It is anticipated that DAPHNE will be available for replay analysis

in the near future so that considerable testing and user reaction can be

obtained before on-line usage.

For the off-line data analysis the Physics Division's VAX 760 has

been upgraded to provide better performance by (1) adding 2HB of memory to

bring the total to 4MB, (2) adding a 125 ipa 6250 bpl tape drive, (3) adding a

floating-point accelerator, and (4) adding an additional communications board

to provide 16 wore terminal lines. In addition, the TAX was tied into the

site-wide NJE network which in turn Is tied into the national BITNET. This

will in principle allow outside users of ATLAS to establish a communication

link between their local computers and those *t ATLAS and the Physics

Division.



V. User Liaison for ATLAS Experimental Program

User Liaison Physicist

Presently: C. N. Davids (312)972-4062 (4044)

After Jan. 1, 1985: B. Glagola (312)972-3890 (4044)

Target Area II

Telephone Number

65" Scattering Charter
Spli t-Pole Spec trograph
Gamma-Ray Facil i ty
18" Scattering Chamber
Neutron TOF Chamber
Electron Spectrometer
General Purpose Beam Line
Laser Spectroscopy Lab.

V. F. Hennlng
K.-E. Rehm

.T.-L. Khoo
B. B. Back
B. B. Back
R. V. F. Janssens
W. Kutschera
C. N. Davids

Target Area III

(312)972-4053
(312)972-4073
(312)972-4034
(312)972-3619
(312)972-3618
(312)972-8426
(312)972-4026
(312)972-4062

(3663)
(4020)
(4020)
(3655)
(3655)
(4020)
(4020)
(4044)

Telephone Huaber

Beam Line System
BGO-Compton Suppressed

Ge(Li) Detector
Scattering Chamber Facility
Split-Pole Spectrograph
Mass Spectrometer

W. Kutschera
R. V. F. Janssens/

T.-L. Khoo
D. G. Korar
K.-E. Rehm
U. F. Hennlng

(312)972-4026
(312)972-8426
(312)972-4034
(312)972-4031
(312)972-4073
(312)972-4058

(4020)
(4020)
(4020)
(3663)
(4020)
(3663)

Telephone Huaber

Computer Systems
Detector Laboratory
Electronics
Linac Operations

L. C. Welch
B. D. Wllkins
R. V. F. Janssens
R. C. Pardo

(312)972-5365 (3663)
(312)972-3632 (3655)
(312)972-8426 (4020)
(312)972-4029 (4020)
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VI. Technical Support for ATLAS Experimental Equipment

Design, corn truetton, assembly and testing of the

equipment at ATLAS are proceeding on schedule and are producing devices of

high technical quality. This would not be possible without the dedication and

skill of the technical support staff at Argonne. The various Individuals

contributing to this broad effort are recognized in the list below.

Design and Procurement:

Mechanical

Electronic

Data Handling

Assembly and Operation:

J- Vorthington (until Sept. 84)
J. Falout

V. Evans
J. Goral
V. Kubilius (Eng. Div.)
D. Koppen (Eng. Dlv.)

T. Sterling (Eng. Div.)

B. Nardi

W. Chyna

D. Cyborskl

R. Nielsen

C. Bolduc
A. Drabifc
D. Litt le
J. Fay

R. Kickert

R. Blaskie (ET. Div.)
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Lester C. Welch
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Janes Worthington
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Cindy Blight
Physics Dept.
Hope College
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Paul Buts
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